
Dear Members, 

All financial markets are trading in range; the maximum swing on both sides is 

happening two percent. One side US debt limit issue and other side bid concern of 

few EU members defaulting. Some or the other concern will always remain in this 

world; some time financial problems, social problems, governments etc. Investors 

of Wall Street or Dalal Street (street name where Mumbai stocks exchange 

building is located) get most affected. 

It looks like US lawmakers will able to finalize debt deal. Astrologically we are not 

concerned on USA as compare to Euro zone problems but most important is that 

markets won’t affect that much in medium and longer term. 

Commodity markets will move in both directions as per movement of money. 

Let’s see what this week’s planetary movement is indicating for all major markets. 

 

Weekly newsletter from 25-29 July 

GOLD/SILVER 

Last week gold and silver remained in trading range. This week we don’t see both 

these precious metals breaking the previous weeks high as moon and Mars will be 

transiting from negative house of precious metal charts so again we predict range 

bound trading.  

Higher side one can sell silver at around $40.78 and gold $1618 and lower side 

one can buy silver around $38.28 and gold $1581. 

Monday to Wednesday gold will move both sides so any sharp rise should be 

taken as selling opportunity and any sharp fall should be taken as buying 

opportunity. 

Late Wednesday onward gold and silver will move up or will remain in positive 

directions and positivity will continue until Friday. Thursday and Friday gold and 

silver should trade positive as both these days are very positive, if they trade 

negative then it will be negative indication. 



 

BASE METALS 

Mercury and MARS changing houses will bring huge corrections in copper. One 

can take sell position in copper on Monday and any rise should be taken selling 

opportunity throughout this week but cover short on Friday Morning. Trading 

range of copper will be $4.4290 to $4.2980. 

Venus will be supporting palladium and platinum so one can buy or hedge your 

selling against copper. Don’t short or sell platinum or palladium. These both base 

metals can move up. 

 

COFFEE/COTTON/SUGAR 

This week cotton will bottom out on late THURSDAY or Friday so one can take 

small buying position in cotton on Thursday or buy around $93.00. 

Coffee will remain weaker during this week; some positive movement might come 

on late Wednesday or Thursday. Trading range in copper will remain $242 to 

$232.90. 

This week sugar will remain in positive direction on Monday and Tuesday, one 

should trade in and out in sugar for this week, middle of next will be best selling 

opportunity will come again when Venus will give clear indicators. 

 

COCOA/LUMBER/ORNAGE JUICE 

This week all these soft commodities will fall sharply as Mars is giving clear sell 

signal. Sell lumber around $263 and target $253.50 during this week. Any rise in 

lumber should be taken selling opportunity during this week. 

Cocoa will also trader weaker, sell cocoa round $3160 and target $2945. 



Orange juice will remain in tight trading range, buy Juice around $192 and sell at 

$197.  

 

STOCK MARKETS 

This week all major stock markets should look for directions, S&P trading range 

will be 1348 to 1315 and these should great trading level as most of you are 

aware that longer term planetary indications are very positive for stock markets. 

Until Mid September 2011 markets will remain in trading range before they break 

towards new high. 

Astro combinations are not supporting European market at all so those who like 

to keep position in other markets like Asia and USA should sell European markets 

as this will be great hedging trade. In the last four months DAX has been trading in 

the range of 7000 to 7400, and same is happening with major markets except 

Japan moved big. 

This range of CAC will remain between 3861 to 3723, DAX 7418 to 7145 and FTSE 

5948 to 5760. 

Asian market (Japan) will remain positive, so hold your position Hong Kong, 

Singapore and India in selective areas which we mentioned in the last few months 

and these stocks are performing far better (fertilizer, food and Petro-chemical). 

Avoid Australian markets, or sell Australian market, sell mining stocks. 

Short term – Markets looks mix so avoid any big position 

 

GRAINS 

This week we don’t recommend any investment or new buying in grains. Buying 

time in grains is on the way but at this stage I will recommend you to avoid Soy 

and corn. Shorter term outlook for Corn and Soy looks bit negative. Rice has made 

us nice profit in the last one month. One can book profit on half position of rice. 



We are watching planetary movement very closely and update as quickly as soon 

as we see buying indications come. 

Note – No need to trade every day, wait for opportunity, you will always make 

money once you enter at right timing. I was buying corn at $201 for one of my 

client, I told him that it is trading at lowest price and planetary movements is 

supporting corn, corn came down to $197, I was holding 12000 future contract for 

him in his trading account. One of analyst report came that corn may touch $150, 

he got very scare and he told me, Mahendra sell corn and book loses. In seven 

months corn went to $750. He could have made around 35 million dollar. It was 

great buying opportunity fundamentally, technically and astrologically because 

timing was perfect but external news influenced him so much that he wanted to 

get out. Today US dollar is great buy buts negative news on dollar is keeping 

everyone away.  

 

OIL 

This week oil will trade positive or in narrow trading range, upper side it can reach 

101.90 and lower side it may touch $97.80. Monday and Tuesday it will trade mix 

but buy it on any sharp fall. 

Wednesday hold your position if have bought on weakness. Late Thursday again it 

will start moving down again and Friday it will remain mix. 

We can see that this week oil is not giving any clear directions so I will avoid 

trading oil and same I will recommend you, except buy or sell at predicted high 

and low point. 

Natural gas will remain weaker during this week but buy it without fear around 

$4.23 as gas prices will move in one direction from next week. This week is time 

to accumulate gas, Monday and Wednesday will be positive days and rest 

negative. 

 



CURRENCIES 

Last week again dollar again remained directionless on debt concern. This week 

Venus and Mars changing should give new life to dollar. In the last ten years US 

Dollar has been trading positive when stock markets are down but this will change 

soon so watch dollar and markets closely. 

Here below I am putting negative and positive days for all currencies, here is small 

brief how to work on these indicators: 

If mix day – Means currencies are sharply lower or higher than by end of the day 

it will move back to unchanged level. So during these days one should buy on 

sharp fall or sell on sharp rise. 

Positive day – Buy on opening and keep adding on intra-day weakness as prices 

will recover sharply by end of day after USA market opens. 

Negative day – Sell on opening in Asia and keep selling on any rise. 

Also we will put daily trading range from here onward for every day in almost all 

areas and I am sure our trading range will fulfill on both side as all major markets 

are trading in range so great time to make money in intraday or daily trading. This 

we are doing after many requests we got it. These will be tough as we have to put 

lot of efforts but we are charging a high fee so we don’t mind doing this. Also if 

we come accurate doing this then our theory can become most unique in 

predicting market trends. 

 

 

  
Monday 25 July 
Trading range     

 

  High Lows 
Previous day 
Close Trend 

Dollar 74.68 74.12 74.41 Mix - Buy on lower side 

Euro 1.4411 1.4286 1.4344 Mix - Sell On higher side 

Yen 1.2778 1.2695 1.2751 Negative - Sell on higher side 

S FRANC 1.2165 1.2298 1.2227 Positive - buy on lower side 



Canadian 10595 1.0489 1.0521 Mix - Sell On higher side 

Australian 1.0788 1.0721 1.0781 Negative - Sell on higher side 

Pound 1.6345 1.6223 1.6300 Mix - Trade both side 

 

Over all weekly trend is here blow. 

  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Dollar Mix Negative Mix - Buy Positive Positive 

Euro Both side Positive Negative Negative negative 

Yen Mix Negative Mix Recover negative 

S FRANC Positive Mix - sell Sell on rise Negative Negative 

Canadian Negative Negative Sell on rise 
Buy on 
fall Rise 

Australian Negative 
Fall in 
USA Negative Mix Mix 

Pound Upward Positive Mix Upward Mix 

Rand Upward Mix - sell Mix Negative Mix 

Rupee Upward Mix - sell Mix Negative Mix 

Peso Upward Mix - sell Mix Negative Mix 

 

Next week newsletter will be more interesting, because few key planets are 

changing zodiac house on 27 July and this can bring huge impact on stocks 

markets. Please don’t forward newsletter to anyone or none subscribers, don’t 

edit in any form. I still recommend add astrological indicators in your 

trading/investment, and I am sure you won’t regret. Many people says that, 

Mahendra your weekly newsletter is most expensive one, yes cost is high but 

against the risk you take in market is nothing.    

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma,  

Sunday, 24 July 2011 

 


